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Event: Interview of Special Agent
Type of Event: Witness Interview --------II
Date: 10/29/03
. Date memo prepared: 1116103
Special Access Issues: None
Prepared by: Doug Greenburg
Team Number: 4
Location: FBI Detroit FieJd Office
Classification: Unclassified
Participants - FBI: SAlp.;~---""'1 Pat O'Br~en, Esq.
Participants-Commission:
D. Green9urg, J. R1th, S. Wille
On Octobe~ 28 2003, we interviewed ~BI Special Agen~1
~t the FBI's
Detroit Division for approximately 30 minutes. This memorandum provides a summary
of what we consider the most important points covered in the interview, but is not a
verbatim account. The memorandum is organized by subjectand does not necessarily
follow the order of the interviews. AI) information in this memorandum was provided by
~uring the interview unless stated in brackets. ,/
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b6,ned the FBI in 199t, afterigraduating from Western Michigan
University, becoming a C.P.A. and working=l-S years with Deloitte & Touche. With the
FBI, he spent 6 years in Chicago doing white collar investigations before transferring to
Detroit in 1997. Hecontinued to work on white collar/cases in Detroit, including
financial institution'fraud and a 2-3 year stint on the identity theft task force. In
December 2002, he transferred to counter-terrorism, bringing with him a credit card
"bust-out" case, with 'ties to Hizbollahj Several other' of his fraud cases have potential
terrorism connections .....
,....
:.:
JTTF Terrorist '~'iraancing Coordinator,'
r-lsaid

he ~··:4eSignated ithe Detroit JTTF terrorist financing coordinator

(TFC)~;n'Q1er
2003. \}Ie understands his role to be serving as the point of contact
at the division for terrorist finencing issues and: to coordinate and facilitate information to

and from the Division-and

TFd~.
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After becoming TF<;:.r--1.h¢nd¢d
a one-day conference at FBIHQ, where he
was briefed on the position. <~::
return, he is on the TFC distribution list, so he has
been receiving ECs from TFOS~su'~h asrequests for information about certain types of
cases te.g., cases involvingHawalas'[ crinformation about TFOS capabilities and

resources. He forwards the ECs tci.I~'.rjevant personnel or the entire JTTF.
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r--lhas
not been provided with specific criteria about when he should notify
TFOS/~~se,
and he has not given any guidance to the JTTF on when they shou1d
notify/him about a case. That sai~J
lImows TFOS should be informed of any
~ant
terrorist financing case, and all the JTTF supervisors know they should inform
L-.J>f any such cases.
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l"Isaid

! to t~ej~r
j

he sees the primary role of TFOS as providing resources and support

example, TFOS can help with foreign government contacts or CIA
traces. TFOS also can provide analytical support. In one case in which he was involved,

,ITFOS s~nt a fin~~ia1ll1JAlystto Detro.itto help analyze bank records.

[Author's Note:

ad a posrtive VIew ofTFOS, Its usefulness to the field agents, and the reasons
. ! f TFOS wants to be informed of terrorist financing cases. In each of these regards, his
/ ! vj'e:ws differed dramatically from the Minneapolis TFC, who essentially thought TFOS
i./ wanted to cherry pick the best cases and take them away from the field and had little
IMFRJ.
/ / Y1'cterstanding o~::WhatTFOS could do to support the field.
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rI'~~cently

attended a TFC training conf~ren'~~ in Pittsburgh. He said it was
He learned some useful information from the presentations and made
/:,~om7:'good ,fontacts.
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~said

he has no problem,hei'ng TFC, as long as the role is limited to
makes some sense.for him to fill the position, given his experience in
j/ !i finaricial cases, as well as his strong contacts with the local financial community, which
if //
the-result of his experiencer and his desire to remain at in the Detroit FO for the longil!/ :tebn': He wants to contin-ue working cases and has no desire to be a supervisor, so he
J U//IJ<?6es and expectstheTf'C position will not evolve into a more time-consuming role.
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